Parliamentary Government in England
Prime Minister in London. What would happen if two
of his Prime Ministers gave him advice which was in
conflict, it is difficult, of course, to know. Obviously, the
good offices of the King would be invoked to arrive as
best might be at a solution of the difference. The prob-
lem, it should be added, is real in the case of Eire; and
it might, in the event of war, give rise to difficult problems
in the case of South Africa. But it is not easy to see how1,
in any real way, this multiple personality of the Crown
adds to its power.
It is ho doubt true that the psychological bond of
allegiance constituted by the institution of a Monarchy
strik.es deeper roots than are easily available by other
means, But the roots of the British Commonwealth of
Nations remain, far more deeply, those of which Edmund
Burke spoke in his speech on Conciliation with America*
The psychological superstructure of empire rests, inevi*
tably, on an unmistakable material foundation. If that is
held inadequate, as it was held inadequate by the Ameri-
can colonies in  1776, the institution of kingship will
prove but a frail barrier against secession. The person of
the Crown is valuable while the material foundation
remains. It is associated, clearly enough, with profound
traditions which make for a common outlook, and tend,
therefore, to render easier the solution of differences* It
is also true, as Professor Keith points out, that ."were it
not for the Crown it would become necessary to seek td
formulate definitely the relation between the several parts0
of the Commonwealth; and it is at least doubtful whether
the time is ripe for this formulation. But it is interesting
to note that the need for such a formulation has been
urged with great power by high authority; and problems
like the intricate question of the right to secede, or
whether the relations between Great Britain and the
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